
Saint Lucas General Hospital
Cisco Long Reach Ethernet technology brings fast
Internet connection into hospital rooms

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background 
The Saint Lucas General Hospital (AZ Sint-Lucas) in Bruges is an independent hospital with
a capacity of 415 beds. More and more patients (and the staff too) are asking for Internet
access in their rooms. The solution is not obvious. Initially the hospital was able to offer just
a slow Internet connection through the telephone line. Not only was this fairly expensive,
but the patient couldn’t phone and surf at the same time. So in exceptional cases Saint
Lucas hospital provided an extra connection in the room, but that meant a lot of work for
the hospital and high costs for the patient.

Challenge
The Saint Lucas hospital was looking for a way of offering patients a faster and cheaper
Internet connection. Providing each room with an Internet connection linked to the hospital
network seemed expensive and very laborious. Besides the investment in cabling, new
ceilings and cable channels, problems with security and the load on the network were also
anticipated. A second option was a wireless network, which would get round the cabling
problem. However, this also required a fairly big investment and moreover people were
afraid of interference with the hospital’s medical equipment.

Solution
A third, possible option made use of Cisco Long Reach Ethernet technology (LRE), which
sends data fast over the existing telephone lines. So the Bruges hospital would not have to
invest in a new network. The solution was developed in collaboration with Belgacom and
Dell and started with a pilot project. During the trial period, Dell made available three
laptops for the patients to surf with, thanks to the Cisco 575/585 CPE splitters screwed
down onto 24 movable hospital bedside tables. Not only does this equipment contain the
telephone plug, but the patient can also connect his PC to it. A POTS splitter in the
telephone exchange ensures that the Internet traffic stays separated from the telephony
traffic and is sent to the Internet through the LRE switch. 

Results
At the end of the pilot project Saint Lucas hospital wants to extend the Internet service
further for its patients. The cost-benefit analysis is a simple exercise. The investment is still
restricted to an ADSL connection, POTS splitters, 575/585 splitters, an LRE switch and
laptops. The hospital can initially continue working with a limited number of Internet
connections because it is easy to increase the capacity as the service gains popularity. 
The hospital will ask patients for a set payment for the new service. The aim is not to 
make a profit but to offer patients added value. 

The Saint Lucas General Hospital in

Bruges is an independent hospital with a

capacity of 415 beds. On top of this it also

has a major day centre and collaboration

links with various other hospitals. More

and more, Saint Lucas hospital is getting

requests for Internet access in the rooms.

The requests come mainly from patients,

but also from the staff that helps them.

At first Saint Lucas hospital could comply

these requests only after a lot of difficulty.

The hospital was able to offer only a slow

Internet connection through the telephone

line, which was also fairly expensive.

“What’s more, the patient couldn’t phone

and surf the Internet at the same time

unless we provided an extra connection in

the room. Something like this requires a

lot of work and is very expensive for the

patient. So we only arranged this for

patients who kept insisting – mostly busy

professional users,” relates Marc

Monballieu, manager of information

processing at the Saint Lucas hospital in

Bruges. 

New network is laborious and
expensive 
Because more and more patients want an

Internet connection during their stay in the

hospital, Saint Lucas hospital went

searching for other solutions. “One

possibility was to provide each room with

an Internet connection linked to the

hospital network. However, that meant we 

“BY ADDING CISCO'S LONG REACH ETHERNET TECHNOLOGY TO OUR EXISTING TELEPHONY

INFRASTRUCTURE, WE CAN SEND FAST ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS OVER TELEPHONE LINES. THIS

MEANS WE DON’T HAVE TO INVEST IN A NEW NETWORK FOR INTERNET ACCESS IN PATIENTS’ ROOMS.

Marc Monballieu, manager of information processing at Saint Lucas hospital in Bruges

would have to haul cables into each room

– in total some 50 kilometres. In many

cases we would also have had to replace

old ceilings and install cable channels. In

short, this approach would have been

expensive. What’s more, it would also

have created problems for the security and

the load on the network, which would 



added even more to the investment needed for infrastructure,” says

Marc Monballieu.

A second option was to have a wireless network to get round the

cable problem. Marc Monballieu: “Again, the disadvantage of this

is that a wireless network is also expensive. Another problem was

the fear that it would interfere with the hospital’s medical

equipment. In principle, we didn’t have to worry about this, but

the suppliers of this type of wireless solution refused to take

contractual responsibility if something nevertheless did go wrong.”

Ethernet traffic over normal telephone line
The third option, which Saint Lucas hospital ultimately selected,

was Cisco's Long Reach Ethernet (LRE). LRE is an innovative

broadband technology that sends Ethernet communications over

existing telephone lines. Cisco’s LRE technology can transfer

speech, images and data together in two directions (full-duplex) at

a capacity of 5 to 15 megabits per second (Mbps) over a couple of

copper telephone wires.

Marc Monballieu calls the solution the “Egg of Columbus”: “By

adding Cisco's LRE technology to our existing telephony

infrastructure, we are sending fast Ethernet communications over

our telephone lines. So we absolutely do not need to invest in a

new network!”

A pilot project, led by Belgacom, is running from 1 September to

30 November 2003. Cisco supplied the necessary splitters and

switches and Dell made available three free laptops for the

patients. In order to give them Internet access, a Cisco 575/585

CPE splitter was screwed onto each of 24 moveable bedside tables.

Not only do they contain a telephone plug, but the patient can also

use them to connect his PC. A POTS splitter in the telephone

exchange ensures that the Internet traffic stays separated from the

telephony traffic and is sent to the Internet through the LRE

switch.

“The project has so far been a tremendous success,” says Marc

Monballieu. “So it looks as if after 30 November we will continue

with this Internet service. We will then have to decide how we’re

going to approach this. Either we could equip each room with a

fixed 575/585 splitter or we could limit this and do more work

with the bedside table system. The bedside tables are on castors, so

we can bring the LRE technology to any room where the patient

requests it. A single installation takes about 15 minutes. Ultimately

we will also have to invest in extra POTS splitters because one

POTS splitter can give a maximum of 24 users online access.

Perhaps we’ll also keep the laptops available and then preferably

more than three because we see that the equipment is always in

use.”

Simple cost-benefit analysis
At the end of the pilot project, the Bruges Saint-Lucas Hospital has

to do a cost-benefit analysis. “The advantage is that we can easily

weigh up the costs and the income,” according to Marc

Monballieu. “On the one hand, we have the investment in an

ADSL connection, POTS splitters, an LRE switch and laptops. On

the other hand, we will have to set a tariff for the Internet service

and if necessary also for the loan of a laptop. In any case, it’s not

our aim to make money with this service – if we recover our costs

we’ll be happy. For us, this Internet service means first of all added

value for the patient, which enhances the image of our hospital.

Just how much the participants in our pilot project did appreciate

their fast Internet connection has emerged from the assessment

forms received from them.”
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Moreover, one striking conclusion in this pilot project is that more

surfing is done for relaxation than for professional reasons; the

proportion is as much as 70 per cent for private use compared to

30 per cent for professional use. “We didn’t expect that,” says

Marc Monballieu, “but lying in a hospital is just so very boring,

especially for patients who don’t really feel sick, and that is still the

majority.”

So Marc Monballieu is convinced that the Internet service at Saint

Lucas hospital will gain even more popularity, and that in the

future all hospitals will make use of LRE technology to bring the

Internet into the patient’s room. “Fortunately we can easily

increase the capacity as the demand grows,” he concludes.


